
It’s October, and that means that the sportsball known 
as baseball is winding down.  Detroit’s team, the Tigers, 
had very high hopes this season, led by some of the 
best players in modern times.  However, due to their 
stunning loss to the Boston Douchebags Steroid Users 
Red Sox, they were eliminated.  Afterwards, their long-
time, ancient manager, Jim “Smokes” Leyland, decided 
to step down, citing being way too old.  This means 
that one of the best teams in baseball is now looking 
to hire a new manager.   The Daily Bull sports section 
(Wooo sportsball!) decided to take a look at some po-
tential candidates for the position.  

Gene Lamont/Lloyd McClendon:  The most obvious 
choices are the other coaches still on the rosters, mainly 
the two that both have managerial experience.  Both 
of them managed the Pittsburgh Pirates, aka the Detroit 
Lions of MLB.  Both of them are incredibly terrible.  What 
this team needs is someone familiar with the team, but 
new to coaching...

Brandon Inge:   The big Bambino would be a great 
coach for the Tigers.  He’s well-loved in town; hell, 
many cougars in Downriver still swoon at the thought 
of him playing 3rd instead of that Cabrera dude.  He’s 
a former catcher, just like Leyland was, and everyone 
knows how well catchers manage teams.  Plus, he’s got 
quite the temper, which is a plus when dealing with 
those pesky umpires with all their blown calls.  

Brad Ausmus:  Another former Tigers catcher (what, is 
Gerald Laird or Ivan Rodriguez next?).  This one actu-
ally graduated from Dartmouth and actually has some 
managerial experience, even if it was just Team Israel 
in the World Baseball Classic.  That’s the equivalent of 
being a baseball manager in a movie, but it’s better than 

Friday, 25 October 2013Nothing is quite as funny as beating a 
dead horse.

Knowledge is a thing that one cannot have enough of. It is the fruit of 
wisdom, to be eaten carefully and digested fully, unlike that lunch you are 

bolting down, little friend.
—Brian Jacques (Redwall)
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I read a lot of books.  While perusing the popular literary 
social network Goodreads the other day, I noticed that 
they were having a giveaway for a book called Wuther-
ing Nights -- a sexy, presumably raunchy version of 
Wuthering Heights.  Shudder.  I would never read such 
a book, but it got me wondering what other books 
from our high school English classes would be like if 
rewritten as erotic harlequin romance novels.  Here’s 
what I think.  Feel free to submit your own thoughts to 
bull@mtu.edu and we might just publish you!! 

A Tale of Two Titties:  A young orphan (this time a girl) 
in old London learns of a mysterious physician operat-
ing a business in pre-revolution Paris.  She travels to 
France to have her bosom enlarged, earning her many 
male suitors. 

The Harlot Letter:  Basically the same as the Scarlet 
Letter, but instead of an A for adultery, Hester Prynne 
wears a giant letter H for “hoebag.”  Sex scenes are 
more graphic and probably involve sex toys not invent-
ed in the time of author Nathaniel Hawthorne. 

Romeo and Jeweliet:  The story of an unlikely pair of 
lovers -- a local businessman and a stripper whose 
specialty is balancing on balcony railings while being 
acrobatic.  It ends with a modern twist of them both 
becoming blackout drunk, vowing to only love one an-
other, then waking up to remember none of it.

The Art of Whore:  Sun Tsu’s ancient Chinese classic on 
how to choose the proper hooker when wandering 
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The Ultimate Gypsy Jazz Combination!  Steve Jones & the 
Garden City Hot Club, along with the amazing vibraphone 
stylings of  Earthwork Music artist Dede Alderman!! 

FAUXGRASS U.P. CD RELEASE!FRI, OCT 25
8PM Orpheum Bluegrass Favorites FAUXGRASS will be back for 

their New CD Release Party!!
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“SUBSCRIBE” TO THEORPHEUMTHEATER@GMAIL.COM

BREATHE OWL BREATHE NEW 
CD RELEASE SHOW!!
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8PM

The Ultimate Folk Music Band, Breathe Owl Breathe is back 
in the Copper Country for an incredible show, brought to 
you by Polish Fire! With Special Guests Gratiot Lake Road!
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CITY HOT CLUB!!
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Gypsy Jazz  with Copper Country Favorites Steve Jones & 
the Garden City Hot Club.  With Special Guests appearances  
from MTU Swing Band Djangology!

DJANGOLOGY SWING BANDFRI, NOV 16
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improv-heavy, hot club swing style of  Django Reinhardt. 
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Below is a grid, around each shaded number are 8 white squares. However, 
each white square should have a number from 1 to 7. Once filled in, these 8 
numbers will sum to the shaded number. In addition, once completed cor-
rectly, no row nor column will contain a duplicate number within a white 
square.



Background: The Onion is a satirical “news” site, known for posting stories 
about controversial topics. The stories are absolutely absurd and in no way 
true, but clever enough to make you go “wait, what?” when it pops up in 
your Facebook news feed. Kinda like The Daily Bull, except they publish more 
and their writers are probably paid. 

The Onion’s headlines are so funny, they have to be made up. But what hap-
pens when news is funny, and actually true? It gets posted to /r/NotTheOn-
ion! The headlines here are for 100% true news stories, from reliable sources. 

This subreddit is a window into the weird shit that happens in the world. Al-
most every headline will make you facepalm and wonder how some people 
could possibly be so strange.

Yesterday’s headlines include: “Art student will lose his virginity in front of 
an audience for project”, “Florida woman arrested for squirt-gun attack on 
boyfriend”, “Pet Chickens Can Now Safely Cross the Road With These Amaz-
ing Reflective Vests.”

...seriously? Why in the world do chickens need reflective vests? Someone 
apparently thinks so, and I guess it might make sense to chicken owners 
(they’re even lined with NASA-approved insulation!). But see what we just 
did? We didn’t believe chicken vests were a thing. But they are. The more 
you know.

And then there are things such as “Mother jailed for ripping off son’s genitals, 
gluing them back on.” You can’t make this shit up. I WISH I could make that 
up. Good thing we don’t need to.
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the streets of a city late at night.  Includes defense strategies against secret 
assassin hookers, secret enemy spy hookers, and generally combative hook-
ers who demand more than they are paid. 

Don Quixote:  Basically the same as was written, but instead of fighting away 
windmills he fights away windmills using his dildo-jousting skills.  Sancho 
Panza is more like Dirty Sanches Panza, which makes the dildo-jousting even 
weirder. 

Animal Farm:  I mean…. animals.  And farmers.  “All animals are equally sexy, 
but some animals are equally sexier than others.”  

Frank in Stein:  After surviving a horrific house fire, Frank undergoes recon-
structive surgery to 95% of his body (including his genitals) that leaves him 
somehow more handsome than ever -- plastically reconstructed abs, bi-
ceps, and more.  Trouble arises when he tries to woo a woman, Annabelle 
Stein, who finds his rescued self both repulsive and utterly irresistible.  

/r/NotTheOnion
Subreddit of the Week:

by Kara Bakowski ~ Secretariat

Get the Bull in your email daily! Send an 
email to bull@mtu.edu with subject line 

“Add me to the list!”

Typewriter Monkeys: Liz ‘Riz’ Fujita, Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller, 
Jeanine Chmielewski, Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks, Sam Schall, 
Veronica Tabor, Chase Peterson, Corey Tindall, Theresa Tran, 
Abigail Skibowski, Evan Krettek, Joshua Stuempges, and a 
washed up catcher.

©2013 by the Daily Bull, a non-profit organization. All rights 
reserved. Articles may be freely distributed electronically or 
on late night talk shows provided credit is given, and that 
this notice is included. The Daily Bull reserves the right to 
refuse any advertisements or guest articles without reason. 
All opinionated letters sent to the editor (on paper or to 
bull@mtu.edu) will be treated as material to be published 
unless expressly stated otherwise by the sender. Original 
works printed in the Daily Bull remain the property of the 
creator, however the Daily Bull reserves the right  to reprint 
any submissions in future issues unless specifically asked 
not to do so by the creator. If you keep reading this small 
text, you’ll google some of those titles and learn they’re real!

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for 
buying our own damn printer that this publication is 
printed on.  We would also like to thank the Student 
Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper and 
toner costs. And our vuvuzelas.
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nothing.  This guy might have to choose between the Cubs, Phillies, and Ti-
gers.  Hmm...one of those is better than the others.  

One of the many other Retreads:  Guys like Manny Acta, Charlie Manuel, 
etc.  These are like choosing between a turd, a douche, and a flaming back 
of cow pies.  None of them are worth giving another try.  

Ozzie Guillen:  While he definitely gets along with the latin players, his mouth 
makes a fleet of sailors blush.  Plus he once managed those Pale Hoes White 
Sox.  

Stan’s Dad (from South Park):  Bat-DAAAAAD beware!  Stan’s dad, possi-
bly everyone’s favorite Geologist not named Sunshine, would be an amazing 
coach.  He really knows how to motivate a team and a fanbase, and he’s 
sarcastic enough to confuse the gruffest of umps.  Heck, he once invented 
the entire sport of Sarcastiball, so you know he’s a sports guy. Illitch would 
be a fool to not hire him.  

There are probably other candidates, but who really cares?  It’s HOCKEY 
season!


